
CIRCULATE AMONG THE GUESTS at any writers conclave and
you’re sure to hear some variation on the following :

“The only books publishers are interested in any
more are blockbusters.”

“All publishers care about is the bottom line.”

“There used to be publishers who cared about
literature, and would take a chance on a book.”

“They never marketed my book!”

All true statements, every single one of them. Of all the
arguments that members of the writing tribe have with
members of the publishing tribe, the most acrimonious are
about money. 

Here’s another statement you should hear but never do:

“You don’t get to publish book B if you don’t sell
enrough of book A.”

In traditional publishing, writers should root for the
success of every book put out by their publisher because the
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money earned from those books pay for the production costs
of the books that follow.

Think about this set of numbers for a moment:

• Out of every ten titles published in the U.S. by
a traditional company, six will lose money, two
will break even, one will earn a little money,
and if the publisher is very fortunate, one book
will make a lot of money.

But you know what’s interesting about this scenario if
you’re talking about writers who independently publish their
own work? Many of those “losers” become “winners.”

This isn’t magic. It’s all about who gets to keep most of
the money from book sales, pure and simple.

In order to make sense out of this discussion of publishing
math, I need to take the time to explain three concepts: setup
costs, print runs, and something called the standard trade
discount.

SETUP COSTS

Here’s a bit of Let’s Pretend to help you understand the
important role that setup costs play in publishing. Let’s say
you’ve volunteered to make posters for a circus that’s coming
to town, and the only tools you have to make these posters
are rubber stamps, one in every letter of the alphabet.

How long would it take you to get ready (set up) to make
that first poster? You’d have to find the right-sized paper,
locate ink pads, experiment with the rubber stamps to get the
spacing right. That first poster would take you a bunch of
time, wouldn’t it?

But successive posters would take less time because
you’ve been through the setup process already.

The concept is the same when you print on an offset press.
Getting ready to print takes a lot of time. In offset printing,
the setup costs can account for as much as half of the total
cost of printing. As the printers say, “Once you’ve paid for the
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setup, it’s only paper and ink.” And in the relative scheme of
things, paper and ink are not that expensive.

There are also setup costs in digital printing and elec-
tronic books. It’s part and parcel of making the pages of a
book work for the reader, as we discussed in Chapter XX. The
key difference is that once you’ve done the setup for a digital
or electronic book, you don’t have to decide how many copies
to print because it’s all one at a time.

NOW WE GET TO TALK ABOUT PRINT RUNS

In the pre-digital print era of publishing, it was common
for authors to ask one another “What was your print run?” In
other words, how many copies did your publisher print? In
many respects, this print-run number told you how much
faith a publisher had in a given book.

In traditional publishing on paper, a first novel from a
new author gets a print run of 2,500 to 3,000 copies. For books
in color such as art books or how-to craft books, the economics
of printing by offset call for at least 5,000 copies. The print
run for popular paperbacks (the least expensive book to print)
can run much higher, into the tens of thousands.

Print runs are so much a part of the publishing ethos that
it seems almost sacrilegious to point out that they really have
nothing to do with the quality of a given book and everything
to do with the printing technology used to produce it.

HERE’S AN IMPORTANT CONCEPT TO KEEP IN MIND

If Johannes Gutenberg had invented a way to efficiently
and economically print one book at a time, traditional
publishing as we know it today would have never existed.

That’s right, the mechanics of book publishing—setup
costs and print runs—laid the basis for this industry a few
centuries ago. 

This is why the digital print revolution has wreaked such
havoc on book publishing. If you take away the need to print
and store thousands of copies at a time, you take away the
core organizing principle of traditional book publishing.
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THE NUMBER THAT WON’T GO AWAY: 
THE STANDARD TRADE DISCOUNT

Way, way back when printers were few and bookstores
fewer, distribution was a local phenomenon. Bookstores in
London, let’s say, bought copies of books they wanted to sell
from printers in London with no one else in between.

When publishers got involved, booksellers began to buy
from them but still on a one-to-one basis. But as the number
of publishers and booksellers increased, the logistics of this
exchange got to be a nightmare for everyone involved.

There have always been aggregators in the book industry,
people or companies who purchased copies for resale at a
profit. The need for this function reached a crescendo in the
years following Word War II when government policy opened
higher education to more people than before, more people
began writing for publication, and the number of bookstores
and readers grew. By the late 1950s, large distribution
companies began to pop up in order to facilitate the move-
ment of books from publishers to readers.

One of the most significant parts of the distribution
process is the accounting. In essence, distributors keep track
of four financial transactions:

• How many and which books are ordered from
publishers.

• How many and which books are ordered by
booksellers.

• How many books are returned unsold and for
full credit by bookstores. (This is commonly
called returns.)

• How many books are paid for by booksellers.

Here’s a very simple overview of the distribution process:

• A bookstore orders a number of books from different
publishers from a single distributor.
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• The distributor aggregates orders from a number of
bookstores then places these larger orders with publishers.

• Publishers ship the ordered books to their distributor, at
the publisher’s expense.

• The distributor sorts all of the books it receives from the
various publishers into the individual orders for delivery to
booksellers.

• Books go onto the shelves. Some sell. Some don’t.

• At the approach of the 90th day of receipt of the books,
sellers take those that aren’t selling off their shelves, and
return them to the distributor for full credit.

• The distributor takes a portion of the proceeds of sales
to booksellers for itself, and sends back the returned books—
at the publisher’s expense—to the publisher for full credit.

When added together, these two portions—the one for the
bookseller and the one for the distributor—constitute 55
percent of the retail price of the book. This is called the stan-
dard trade discount. Amazon.com as well as other online book
retailers keep the same percentage of a book’s sale as a
bricks-and-mortar bookstore.

This standard trade discount applies to all publishers
whether they are independent publishers or large traditional
companies such as Random House.

SO WHAT IS THAT IN NUMBERS?
Let me show you the math involved using a $20 book as

an example.

$20 (retail price paid by consumer)

$11 (portion of sale paid to bookseller and distrib-
utor—the standard trade discount)

$9  (portion of sale paid to publisher)
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By the way, you know those discounts that Amazon offers
on nearly every one of the million titles it sells on its website?
Those discounts for consumers are subtracted from the stan-
dard trade discount that Amazon receives. They do not
impact the portion of sales paid to publishers.

STANDARD TRADE DISCOUNTS FOR eBOOKS

Electronic books and electronic bookselling are the brave
new frontier in publishing today. As of this writing, the tech-
nical details as well as rights to publish, retail prices charged,
and standard trade discounts are still in flux.

Currently, ebooksellers such as Amazon and iTunes are
setting limits on the retail prices for the electronic books they
distribute, a position that has caused loud complaints from
traditional publishers because the production costs (not
including printing) for an ebook are the same as for books on
paper. Royalties, however, are better for publishers, especially
independently publishing authors who don’t have to share
their royalties with a publisher. On Amazon, publishers
receive 70 percent of the sale of each ebook if they keep the
retail price at $9.99 or less.

By the way, there is a lot of evidence to suggest that the
lower the retail price for an ebook, $2.99 or less, the greater
the number of sales. Traditional publishers fight this concept,
and many price their ebooks at the same or nearly the same
level as a book on paper, a decision over which authors have
no control. Independent publishers, however, find they
enhance their sales by pricing their work at the lower,
impulse-buying level. Independent publishing author Joe
Konrath has done some great research on this subject and I
recommend reading his blog: jakonrath.blogspot.com

SO WHAT DOES A PUBLISHER PAY FOR, ANYWAY?
Since traditional publishing is, for the moment, the norm

by which all other types of publishing are measured, let’s take
a look at what they pay for, and how these calculations influ-
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ence their decision on what gets published and what doesn’t.
We need an example for our exercise. Let’s make it a

travel book by a first-time author named Ginny Webb, called
Local Fun: Good Times in Your Community.

In order to begin our figuring process we need to know
certain things about Ginny’s book: 

• How big is the advance for Ginny?

• How long it will take to edit her book?

• Does it needs images such as pictures or illus-
trations or maps?

• Does it require back matter such as a bibliog-
raphy or an index?

• What is a good faith estimate on the costs of
designing the cover and the interior.

• What are the projected marketing costs such as
advertising and review copies? 

• How many pages will it have and what are its
dimensions? 

• How many copies will be printed and what will
they cost?

• What will it cost to warehouse this book?

On the next pages, you’ll find a worksheet for Local Fun:
Good Times in Your Community as it looks to a traditional
publishing company. After that, we’ll look at the projected
costs if Ginny decides to independently publish her book.



ABC PUBLISHING WORKSHEET FOR:

LOCAL FUN: GOOD TIMES IN YOUR COMMUNITY

GINNY WEBB

• Author advance: $8,000

• Editorial costs: $2,400

• Professional maps: $5,000

• Index: $450

• Interior and cover design/layout: $4,800

• Marketing costs: $2,500

• Number of pages in finished book: 256

• Dimensions: 6" x 9"

• Warehouse costs: $2,000

Total costs before printing: $25,150
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PRINT COSTS

For publishers, the most significant number on their
worksheets is the per-copy cost of producing a book. So far,
we know the total costs of Local Fun up to the point where it
would be sent to a printer. Now we have to add the print costs
into the total in order to calculate our per-copy costs.

Watch what happens to the cost per copy as the number
of printed copies increases.

Total costs before printing: $25,150

Cost of printing 1,000 copies: $1,250

Total costs for book production: $26,400

Cost per copy: $26.40

Total costs before printing: $25,150

Cost of printing 5,000 copies: $4,600

Total costs for book production: $29,750

Cost per copy: $5.95

Total costs before printing: $25,150

Cost of printing 10,000 copies: $8,700

Total costs for book production: $33,850

Cost per copy: $3.385

Now that we have these figures in front of us, should we
publish Ginny’s book or not? Turn the page to find out.
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MULTIPLY BY SIX

If you have a shelf of books nearby, grab one and locate
its retail price. Now divide that number by six. You’ve just
done a rough calculation to find the per-copy cost of the
volume you have in your hand.

With few exceptions, publishers like to set retail prices
that are six or (even better) seven times their per-copy cost.
Of course, the other side of that calculation is what retail
price the market will bear.

In general, the contemporary retail prices of travel guides
run from$14.95 to $21.95. Using our divided-by-six formula,
this means that the per-copy cost of a travel guide is some-
where between $2.49 and $3.66.

How does Ginny Webb’s book stack up? Well, if we print
10,000 copies of it, the per-copy cost is only $3.385. When you
multiply that number by six, you get $20.31 which makes a
retail price of $19.95 feasible. (Keeping books under $20 is
good business.) Eureka! She’s in, right?

Hmmm, maybe.

ONE MORE QUESTION TO ANSWER

If you were sitting at a sales meeting in a largish
publishing company, the calculations we’ve just done on these
pages would be very familiar. In fact, if you decide to inde-
pendently publish your own book, this is some of the work
you should do. (More on that in a couple of pages.)

From all of the data we’ve gathered here, it appears that
publishing Ginny’s travel guide to local fun would be a good
bet. But there’s one more question you, as the potential
publisher, need to ask: Can you reasonably expect to sell
10,000 copies of this book in a reasonable amount of time?

Travel books are consistent sellers, particularly in
familiar brands such as Lost Planet or Rough Guides. But
travel information changes. Because of this, good travel
guides should be updated every three years.

So let’s refine our question a little bit: Can you reasonably
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expect to sell 10,000 copies of this travel guide in three years?
What do you think? Which way would you decide?

IF YOU VOTE YES

If you decided to publish this book, Ginny Webb would be
a happy woman. Bearing in mind that the average sale for
any book published traditionally in the U.S. is less than 2,000
copies, you can appreciate the fact that Local Fun has a steep
hill to climb in order to justify the publisher’s risk.

Let’s say the publishing house gets behind this book with
some advertising money. At the same time, Ginny makes
appearances as a speaker and guide in any venue that will
host her. Review copies are sent to the media as well as to
tourism websites and some well-known bloggers.

At first, sales are quite good. In general, the most favor-
able sales frame for traditionally published books is the first
90 days after publication. By the end of the first year, Ginny
has sold 3,000 copies of Local Fun. By the end of the second
year, the total is 4,500, and by the time it needs to be revised,
she’s sold 6,000 copies of her book.

Using the usual measuring stick employed in traditional
publishing, Ginny Webb’s book would be considered a failure.
The publisher would opt not to bring out a revised edition.
She would receive no royalty payments, and her book would
be put out of print.

IF YOU VOTE NO

Ginny Webb, who’s an entrepreneurial writer, would
decide to independently publish Local Fun. She will sell 6,000
copies of her book, and she will be considered a success. 

How? Let’s repeat the worksheet from the previous pages
to see how this book fares if it’s published independently.
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INDEPENDENT PUBLISHING WORKSHEET FOR:

LOCAL FUN: GOOD TIMES IN YOUR COMMUNITY

GINNY WEBB

• Author advance: $0

Even though it would be nice for someone else
to pay her for the right to publish her book,
Ginny realizes that her investment in her own
work is a lot like getting an advance, only in
reverse

• Editorial costs: $800

We’ve covered the issue of editing in depth in
Chapter XX but it is fair to say that Ginny can
do two things to save herself money in this
area. First, she can carefully edit her work
herself. Then she can seek the services of a
local editor with book experience. Chances are
good she can get an excellent copyedit for $800
or less.

• Professional maps: $500

Of all the images that appear in books, maps
are by far the most expensive to produce. They
call for a focus on detail, knowledge of
mapmaking software, and time. But there are
a number of things that Ginny can do to keep
the costs of her maps low. First, she can opt to
purchase a single map of her coverage area,
and hire a graphic artist (if she doesn’t know
how to do this work herself) to add numbers to
the map that point out the location of each of
the areas of fun she covers in the book. Then
she could hand draw maps for each venue,
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checking their accuracy against online maps.
(It’s an infringement of copyright to simply use
a map you find online.) Once her maps are
complete, she can make digital copies of them
either by scanning them herself (see the
section on images starting on page XX) or
paying to have them scanned to her specifica-
tions. Yes, it’s more work this way but the
hand-drawn quality, if well done, could add a
nice local feel to her book.
Alternatively, Ginny could opt to simply put
one map at the beginning of her book with the
venues numbered, and provide detailed driving
instructions in her text.

• Index: $0

If Ginny’s book was an academic text, it would
make sense to have it professionally indexed.
But in this case, Ginny can create an index
herself.

• Interior and cover design/layout: $2,000

Given that this is a travel book, the design of
the interior is complex in comparison to the
interior of a novel. Travelers rely on their
guidebooks for ease of use so this is the most
important place for Ginny to invest her money.
Cover, interior design and layout are covered
in-depth in Chapters XX and XX

• Marketing costs: $500

Ginny will need to buy a number of copies of
her book for reviewers. It’s also a good idea if
she prints postcards with her book’s cover on
them and purchasing information about her
book on the back..
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• Number of pages in finished book: 256

• Dimensions: 6" x 9"

• Warehouse costs: $0

Ginny is going to print her books digitally, one
copy at a time, so she does not require a ware-
house.

• Publishing costs such as ISBNs (Ginny buys a
block of ten) and PCIP information (Publisher’s
Cataloging-in-Publication data—see page XX)
and charges to upload her book to a digital
printing house: $500

Total costs before printing: $4,300

Cost per copy to print her book: $4.74

Cost to ship 50 books: $25
(Please note that the cost of shipping a single
copy of a book from the printer to you is not
sensible economically.)

Total cost per book to print and ship: $5.24

HOW DOES GINNY EARN BACK HER INVESTMENT?
The moment Ginny finished writing her guide book, and

decided to independently publish it, she became the chief
financial investor in her work. And she has been a wise
investor, determining what her book needs, figuring out what
she can do herself, paying attention to quality, and choosing
the right publishing partners to help her reach her goal.

Now that she has finished books in her hands, Ginny is
removing her publisher’s hat and replacing it with her sales
hat. How can she recoup her investment? Let’s look at the
math for a single-copy sale to view some different scenarios.
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SALES THROUGH BOOKSELLERS

How much will Ginny earn each time she sells a book
through an online or bricks-and-mortar bookseller?

Retail price of Local Fun: $16.95

Minus the standard trade discount: $ 9.32

Minus printing and shipping cost: $ 5.24

Ginny’s profit per copy: $ 2.39

In order for Ginny to recoup her investment of $4,300, she
needs to sell 1,800 copies of her book through booksellers. 

HAND SELLING

When an author sells a copy of her or his own book to a
reader, this is referred to as “author sales,” “back-of-the-room
sales” or “hand-selling.”

In Ginny’s case, it is possible for her to lecture to local
groups or lead kayaking or hiking excursions where her books
are for sale. She can appear at writers group conferences to
talk about writing her book. Whatever her outreach, these
are the numbers for a single back-of-the-room sale.

Retail price of Local Fun: $16.95

Minus printing and shipping cost: $ 5.24

Ginny’s profit per copy: $11.71

Under these circumstances, Ginny needs to hand sell 368
copies of her book in order to recoup her $4,300 investment.
Is that a reasonable goal for Ginny? Can she reach that goal?
I figure it’s a yes to both questions.

CONSIGNMENT SALES

Many stores, particularly if they are locally owned, will
often dedicate shelf space to books by local authors. There’s
many an author who got his or her start by selling books from
the trunk of a car.
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On the other hand, authors who sell on consignment also
tell stories about the horrors of bill collecting, of chasing
retailers over small amounts of money. While there’s no fool-
proof way to avoid these bill-collecting woes, there are
methods to mitigate some of this hassle if you decide to sell
books on consignment.

1. Keep records—good, thorough records. Create
an invoicing system with two paperwork trails,
one for yourself and one for your sales outlet.
Be methodical and meticulous about the
number of copies you put on consignment, the
date of the consignment, and the terms of the
consignment. The terms would consist of the
percentage of sales kept by the sales outlet and
the percentage paid to you, and the time frame
in which those payments are made. In general,
consignments generate 40 percent of the retail
price for the seller and 60 percent for the
consignee (that’s you). Payments should be
made in 30-day segments.

2. Personally visit the places where you consign
books, and ask where your books will be
displayed. If anything about the place makes
you uncomfortable or raises your concern
antennae, leave. Believe me, you won’t be
losing sales if you follow your instincts.

3. Check out the authors of other books you find
on-site, search for them online, and if you find
contact information, ask for recommendations
about the consignor.

4. Ask about the seller’s theft policy. If a
consignor cannot account for missing books,
how will that be handled?
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5. If you do have to chase someone for money—or
you never get paid—be sure to tell the
consignor that you’re going to spread the word
about her/his business practices. Then do it.

THE CONSIGNMENT SALE MATH

Retail price of Good Times: $16.95

Minus the consignment discount: $ 6.78

Minus printing and shipping cost: $ 5.24

Ginny’s profit per copy: $ 4.93

One more item of considerable note on consignment: the
price of gas and your delivery time must be a part of this
calculation. There can be other benefits to consignment,
particularly with local stores. They could become teaching
venues or maybe they will host a reading for you. If you limit
your consignments to a handful of reliable outlets, the
support and encouragement you receive (and the local fame)
can be a real boost.

In any case, if Ginny sold only by consignment, she would
need to sell 873 books. That is still a very achievable goal.

Publishing math is one of the most convoluted parts of the
business, and there are several permutations beyond those
discussed here. The point here is to give you an under-
standing that there’s more than one way to sell a book. All of
them have their good points and their drawbacks.

TO SUM IT ALL UP

Under traditional publishing, our friend Ginny sold 6,000
copies of her book but her efforts were considered a failure
because her sales were not great enough to earn back her
book’s production costs. (Remember, production costs include
the author’s advance.) This is so common in traditional
publishing that no one really talks about it—except authors.

When Ginny invested her time and money in her own
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book, she undercut traditional publishing’s production costs
by more than 80 percent. Some of these savings—such as the
author’s advance—are a natural consequence of independent
publishing. But others, such as the cost of maps, were less
because Ginny opted to do much of the work herself.

Nowadays, most writers who independently publish their
work sell it through a combination of online sales (principally
through Amazon.com), hand selling, and consignment. The
percentages among these sales opportunity vary widely
author by author but let’s finish off our Local Fun example by
showing what a sample combination of sales could yield.

Copies sold on Amazon.com: 500

Net earnings from Amazon sales: $1,195

Copies sold by Ginny for full retail: 250

Net earnings from Ginny’s sales: $2,810

Copies sold by consignment: 60

Net earnings from consignment: $296

Total number of copies sold: 810

Total net earnings: $4,301

Ginny’s initial investment: $4,300

Some expenses are not accounted for in this scenario, the
most obvious being Ginny’s marketing time. But the point
here is that if Ginny set herself a goal of 2,000 copies in a mix
of sales venues, she would reap several benefits, such as:

• Recouping, in real terms, her investment.

• Make a profit on her investment.

• Creating an audience for subsequent books or
revised versions of the same book.

• Proving she can market herself, a definite plus
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with traditional publishers if she decides to try
that route.

• Enhanced self-confidence because she knows
how to publish her own work, and sell it effec-
tively.

• Credibility which can bring opportunities for
speaking or teaching.

By the way, most published authors—whether tradition-
ally published or independently published—find that the last
item on this list is the greatest benefit of all.

SO WHAT ABOUT YOUR BOOK?
Now it’s time to take a look at your own book from a

publisher’s perspective. What does it need to attract readers?
Photographs? Drawings? An intricate interior design? An
index or glossary or bibliography? Maps?

If your preferred publishing path is the traditional route,
these are the kinds of questions a prospective agent or
publisher will ask. These are all expenses, and add to the cost
of a book project. The question in-house, if your book proposal
makes it to that stage, is whether its sales potential is great
enough to offset its production costs.

If you’re interested in pursuing the path of independent
publishing, the same questions apply. Maps, to use one
example, are quite expensive to produce so if you’re planning
to publish a guidebook, you need to price this service as you
create your budget.

If you plan to use a self-publishing company, you will be
expected to supply your own images, illustrations, and maps
to the specifications the company you choose sets out. And all
of these add to the cost of design. 

ONE FINAL THOUGHT

Most of an author’s hesitation over whether to publish
independently or not comes down to apprehension about the
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unfamiliar. That’s normal, folks. We all hesitate on the brink
of new ventures to ask “Can I do this?”

I would suggest that you change the question. Instead of
“Can I do this?” ask yourself “How can I do this?”

If you do your research and follow the suggestions I’ve
outlined in this section, you can create a book of the same
quality as that produced by a big traditional publisher. With
digital and electronic publishing, you don’t have to make a
huge investment in printing books. You can put your book on
Amazon and make it available to bookstores just like a tradi-
tional publisher. Probably better.

Though it’s not widely discussed, traditional publishers
know that most books put out by them sell less than 200
copies. With some concerted marketing and a focus on quality,
you can do better than that.

There’s one other factor to consider here. The speed at
which traditional publishing moves can seem glacial
compared to the time it takes an independently publishing
author to produce a book and make it available to readers.
Generally, traditional publishers take a year from the time a
manuscript from an author arrives at their door to the time
books are ready for sale. An independently publishing author
can do the same in two to three months. Think about that.
How many books can you sell in that time frame? How many
potential sales have the traditional companies missed?

As I said at the beginning of this chapter, the math behind
book publishing is convoluted, and we didn’t even get into the
nitty gritty of royalty rates in author contracts. If you get
stuck or are not sure where to turn, drop me an email at
Sonja@FullCirclePress.com. We’ll talk.


